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Sunnytek & Partners are very happy to offer a new solution to increase efficiency on steam boilers in 
industry. Here we focus to boilers in  sunny mostly topical areas that use biomass or oil as fuel. Most of 
these are rather old design with large room for improvements. Sizes are from small boilers less 500 Kg/ 
hour and up to what ever exist. All needs better efficiency and here we have a solution that works and is 
cost efficient.

Simple principle. 

All boilers have a feeder / condensate put to add water into the boiler. This water is normally rather cold 
and much be heated too be steam. If we preheat this water with a solar hot water panel we get a higher 
temperature of water when it comes into the boiler. Then boiler needs less fuel to make steam and savings 
are substantial in what ever fuel we use in the boiler.
Control by it self.
We have a differential thermostat at the output of the solar hot water panels and when  temperature here is 
higher we start a pumping open a valve and see hot water from panels go into boiler. Then panels are to 
cold we just switch the valve and pump is off. This is transparent to old system anon special works in 
operation is needed. Old boiler just need less fuel when sun is up and heat the water. 
Simplicity is beautiful ! 
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Where to put solar collectors Area for panels is large and needs space. We know most factories 
have large roof areas not used today. They are a perfect location for solar collectors. 
You can install solar collectors on a surface close to the factory that is available !

Absolicon solar concentrator panels.
The complete panel is made in salt water resistant metals and can handle corrosion very well. No mix of 
materials as copper + aluminum etc makes no galvanic currents and a longer life cycle. The absorbers a 
specially coated unit that absorb energy but not radiate much heat. This is done by special coatings.
Cower window is special high transmittance glass.
The concentrator panels accept much higher temperatures than flat absorbers. We can use condensate of 
up to 120 C and still add heat by sun.

General characteristics in short
Efficiency of solar collectors Between 500W and 520 W/M2 a sunny day
Temperature range Up to 160C depending on irradiation
Dimensions 5600 mm x 1050 mm
Foot print 4 pcs section 44 m2 surface area
Weight 150 Kg / unit
Window Low iron special glass with nano coating
Absorber Special coated absorber
Volume 2.2 liter / unit
Flow 8 liter/ minute typically but differs
Liquid Thermal oil or water
Control system PLC with Modbus interface
Tracker Electric actuator and astronomic clock
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Differential thermostat for 
exit water temperature

Circulation booster pumpHeat exchanger Condensate pump

Chip feeder to the chip 
burner
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